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Abstract 

 
The Corona pandemic has necessitated the implementation of preventive 

measures, with social distancing emerging as a crucial strategy to curb the 

spread of the virus. However, ensuring compliance with social distancing 

guidelines remains a challenge. This study aimed to explore innovative 

preventive methods that effectively facilitate and enforce social distancing 

measures during the Corona pandemic. A comprehensive literature review was 

conducted to identify existing preventive methods and innovative approaches 

employed worldwide. Various sources were systematically searched and 

screened. The identified methods were categorized and analysed based on their 

implementation, effectiveness, and feasibility in promoting social distancing. 

The review revealed a range of preventive methods, including technological 

solutions, environmental modifications, communication strategies, public 

awareness campaigns, and incentivization programs. Technological 

advancements such as contact tracing apps and wearable devices have shown 

promise in reducing viral transmission. Environmental modifications such as 

crowd management systems and physical barriers have effectively promoted 

social distancing. Communication strategies, public awareness campaigns, and 

incentivization programs have played a critical role in encouraging compliance 

with social distancing guidelines. In conclusions, implementing innovative 

preventive methods can significantly contribute to achieving and sustaining 

social distancing during the Corona pandemic. Technological advancements, 

coupled with effective communication strategies and incentivization programs, 

can foster behavioural changes and enhance compliance. Policymakers, public 

health officials, and community leaders should consider the feasibility and 

adaptability of these methods to ensure successful implementation. Embracing 

these preventive approaches can help mitigate the impact of the Corona 

pandemic and safeguard public health. 

Keywords: Corona pandemic, Social distancing, Innovative strategies, Viral 

transmission 

1. Introduction 
Social distancing has been a key preventive strategy advocated by public health experts worldwide to 

curb the spread of SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19 [1-4]. However, achieving effective 

social distancing on a large scale poses unprecedented challenges due to factors like close quarters in 

urban areas, reliance on public transportation, and community lifestyle norms [5-8]. As the COVID-19 

pandemic continues to severely impact societies and economies globally, pioneering preventive 

methods are urgently needed to facilitate sustained adherence to social distancing guidelines [9-15]. 

Social distancing involves maintaining a physical distance of at least 6 feet or 2 meters between 

individuals and limiting gatherings to slow virus transmission [16-20]. While this strategy has been 

effective in reducing the reproduction number (R0) of the virus, ensuring widespread compliance 
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through voluntary behavioral changes alone has proven difficult [4,8,9,21-24]. Some governments have 

enforced strict lockdowns with legal penalties for non-compliance, but such heavy-handed measures 

are unsustainable for prolonged periods and disruptive to daily lives and livelihoods [22, 25]. There is 

a pressing need for preventive innovations that make social distancing guidelines easier to follow 

through community consensus and personal choice [26-28].  

Technological advancements offer promising solutions to facilitate sustained social distancing with 

minimal restrictions on movement or economic activity [29,30]. Contact tracing applications leverage 

digital proximity logging to alert users about potential exposure and enable targeted quarantining [31]. 

Wearable devices like smartwatches and fitness trackers can use sensors to passively monitor adherence 

to social distancing protocols through real-time location mapping and motion detection [27, 32]. 

Environmental modifications including floor markers, directional signages, and physical barriers help 

reconfigure public areas to encourage physical separation as a norm [33]. Behavioral science insights 

into human psychology and decision-making can also help drive voluntary acceptance and long-term 

adherence to social distancing guidelines through community engagement strategies [34]. 

Communication approaches emphasizing collective responsibility and pro-social motivations have 

shown to be more effective than those relying solely on fear appeals about health risks [35-37]. Public 

awareness campaigns delivering accurate information through trusted local sources help build 

consensus and counter misinformation [37,38]. Incentives like tax rebates, direct cash transfers, or 

subsidized delivery services compensate for lost wages and make practicing social distancing 

economically viable [37-40].  

Several communities have introduced creative social distancing initiatives with promising initial 

outcomes. Singapore achieved over 90% user enrollment in its national contact tracing app within two 

weeks of launch through strong government endorsement and cultural practices emphasizing civic 

responsibility [41]. Germany utilized epidemiological modeling and anonymized mobile phone data to 

optimize spatial distancing measures and safely reopen schools [42]. In various cities across China, 

India, and Latin America, low-cost technological and environmental interventions supported by 

community mobilization helped control outbreaks in densely populated areas with limited healthcare 

access [40-45]. This study aims to comprehensively review such pioneering preventive strategies 

adopted worldwide to encourage voluntary uptake and sustainable practice of social distancing during 

COVID-19. By systematically analyzing their implementation, effectiveness, and feasibility across 

different settings and demographics, valuable insights can be gained on appropriate, context-specific, 

and ethical approaches to curb viral transmission while minimizing disruptions. This is especially 

relevant as the pandemic is expected to continue for the foreseeable future with ongoing risk of repeated 

outbreaks globally [33, 38, 45-47]. With widespread efforts to develop vaccines still in progress, non-

pharmacological interventions like social distancing remain critical to "flattening the curve" and 

preventing health systems from being overwhelmed [38, 45-49]. 

 By identifying innovative best practices, this study aims to guide public health policy and community 

efforts towards achieving sustained adherence through prevention strategies perceived as considerate, 

inclusive and empowering rather than restrictive or coercive. The goal is to balance virus containment 

with economic and social well-being, enabling societies worldwide to mitigate the long-term impacts 

of COVID-19 through community cooperation and shared responsibility [50]. This has strong potential 

to set global standards for emergency response preparedness and building community resilience against 

future pandemics [48-53]. Ultimately, pioneering preventive approaches based on mutual trust and 

collective action offer the most ethical and sustainable path towards overcoming this unprecedented 

public health crisis. 

2. Materials And Methods 

Literature Search Strategy 

A comprehensive literature search was conducted between January 2020 to July 2020 in multiple 

databases and sources. 

 

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
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Studies focusing on preventive strategies to promote social distancing adherence during the pandemic 

were included. Exclusions criteria are discussed. 

Data Extraction 

Relevant data from 53 eligible articles was extracted using a standardized format covering key aspects 

of implemented strategies. 

Classification of Preventive Methods 

Identified strategies were categorized based on their approach into technological interventions, 

communication programs, policy measures, crowding control, and incentive programs. 

Assessment of Effectiveness 

Effectiveness of strategies in achieving sustained compliance was evaluated based on quantitative 

impact and qualitative acceptance assessment. 

Analysis of Implementation Factors 

Factors influencing feasibility of different preventive approaches across contexts were critically 

analysed. 

Identification of Most Promising Innovations 

Data was analysed to identify strategies addressing compliance hurdles most effectively with wider 

acceptability and adaptability across diverse settings. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The comprehensive literature review conducted in this study uncovered a wide array of preventive 

methods that have been employed to achieve and maintain social distancing during the Corona 

pandemic. These methods encompassed various dimensions, including technological solutions, 

environmental modifications, communication strategies, public awareness campaigns, and 

incentivization programs. Each category of preventive methods was analysed based on their 

implementation, effectiveness, and feasibility in promoting social distancing. The results provided 

valuable insights into the innovative strategies that have been successful in encouraging individuals to 

adhere to social distancing guidelines and reducing viral transmission rates. 

Technological Solutions 

Technological solutions have played a pivotal role in facilitating social distancing practices. Contact 

tracing apps emerged as a groundbreaking tool for monitoring and controlling the spread of the virus. 

These apps utilize Bluetooth or GPS technology to track individuals' proximity to known COVID-19 

cases, enabling timely notifications and guidance. The effectiveness of contact tracing apps in reducing 

viral transmission has been remarkable, with numerous studies reporting significant decreases in the 

number of secondary infections as a result of their implementation. For example, a study conducted in 

Singapore demonstrated that the use of a contact tracing app led to a substantial reduction in COVID-

19 cases within the population as in table 1. 

In addition to contact tracing apps, wearable devices have emerged as a promising technological 

solution for promoting social distancing. These devices, such as smartwatches or bracelets, provide 

real-time alerts when individuals breach social distancing thresholds. By reminding people to maintain 

a safe distance from others, wearable devices have proven to be effective in reducing close contact and 

minimizing the risk of viral transmission. Studies have highlighted the potential of wearable devices in 

enhancing individuals' awareness of their proximity to others and fostering adherence to social 

distancing guidelines. 

Table 1: Summary of Technological Solutions for Social Distancing 

Technological Solutions Description Effectiveness 

Contact Tracing Apps 
Utilize Bluetooth and GPS technology 

to track proximity to COVID-19 cases 

Significant reduction in secondary 

infections 

Wearable Devices 
Provide real-time alerts when social 

distancing thresholds are breached 

Enhanced awareness and adherence 

to social distancing 
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Environmental Modifications 

Modifying the physical environment has been instrumental in promoting social distancing across 

various settings. Crowd management systems have been implemented in public spaces such as shopping 

malls and transportation hubs to control the number of people present at any given time. These systems 

utilize real-time data and automated crowd monitoring techniques to ensure compliance with capacity 

restrictions and enable safe physical distancing. By effectively managing crowd density, these systems 

have significantly contributed to reducing the risk of viral transmission in densely populated areas. 

Physical barriers have also emerged as a crucial environmental modification strategy to enforce social 

distancing. Transparent shields or partitions have been widely adopted in settings where close contact 

is inevitable, such as healthcare facilities, retail stores, and restaurants. Studies have consistently shown 

that the installation of physical barriers can greatly reduce the risk of respiratory droplet transmission, 

effectively creating a physical barrier between individuals and minimizing the potential for virus spread 

as in table 2. 

Table 2: Summary of Environmental Modifications for Social Distancing 

Environmental Modifications Description Effectiveness 

Crowd Management Systems 

Control the number of people in public 

spaces through real-time data 

monitoring 

Effective in managing 

crowd density and reducing 

transmission risk 

Physical Barriers 
Install shields and partitions to reduce 

respiratory droplet transmission 

Significantly minimize the 

risk of viral transmission 

Communication Strategies 

Clear and effective communication strategies have proven to be vital in enhancing public understanding 

and compliance with social distancing guidelines. Messaging that conveys the importance of social 

distancing, provides practical guidance, and addresses common misconceptions has been key to 

promoting behavioural changes. Governments, health organizations, and community leaders have 

utilized various communication channels, including mass media and social media platforms, to 

disseminate accurate and up-to-date information. Collaborations with influencers, celebrities, and 

community leaders have also been employed to amplify the reach and impact of messages as in table 3. 

Targeted communication campaigns tailored to specific demographic groups or vulnerable populations 

have been particularly effective. These campaigns take into account cultural and language 

considerations to ensure the messages resonate with the intended audience. By utilizing visual media, 

infographics, and public service announcements, these campaigns have successfully engaged and 

informed the public, leading to increased awareness and adherence to social distancing measures. 

Table 3: Summary of Communication Strategies for Social Distancing 

Communication Strategies Description Effectiveness 

Clear and Consistent Messaging 
Convey the importance of social 

distancing and provide practical guidance 

Enhance understanding and 

promote adherence 

Collaboration with Influencers 

and Community Leaders 

Amplify the reach and impact of messages 

through partnerships 

Extend the reach of 

communication efforts 

Targeted Campaigns for Specific 

Demographic Groups 

Address cultural and language 

considerations to engage the intended 

audience 

Increased awareness and 

adherence among specific 

groups 

Public Awareness Campaigns 

Public awareness campaigns have played a pivotal role in educating and empowering individuals to 

adopt social distancing practices. These campaigns utilize various channels and strategies to 

disseminate information, raise awareness, and promote behaviour change. They employ a combination 

of traditional media, social media platforms, community outreach programs, and educational materials 

to reach a wide audience. 

Public awareness campaigns have been successful in increasing knowledge about the importance of 

social distancing, clarifying misconceptions, and motivating individuals to adhere to guidelines. By 

leveraging impactful visuals, relatable stories, and testimonials from COVID-19 survivors or healthcare 
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professionals, these campaigns have effectively conveyed the severity of the pandemic and the 

collective responsibility to curb its spread. They have also emphasized the positive outcomes and 

benefits of social distancing, such as protecting loved ones, supporting healthcare workers, and 

contributing to the overall well-being of the community as in table 4. 

Table 4: Summary of Public Awareness Campaigns for Social Distancing 

Public Awareness 

Campaigns 
Description Effectiveness 

Utilize Various 

Channels 

Employ traditional media, social media platforms, 

community outreach programs, and educational 

materials 

Broad reach and engagement 

with diverse audiences 

Impactful Visuals 

Utilize visuals, stories, and testimonials to convey the 

severity of the pandemic and the importance of social 

distancing 

Increase awareness and 

motivation to adhere to 

guidelines 

Incentivization Programs 

Incentivization programs have emerged as a creative approach to motivate individuals to practice social 

distancing. These programs offer rewards, benefits, or recognition to individuals who adhere to 

guidelines and demonstrate responsible behavior. Rewards can range from discounts at local businesses, 

priority access to services, or even virtual badges or certificates. Incentivization programs tap into 

individuals' intrinsic motivation and desire for social recognition, fostering a sense of community and 

collective responsibility. 

Studies have shown that incentivization programs can significantly influence behavior and promote 

compliance with social distancing guidelines. By providing tangible or symbolic rewards, these 

programs create positive reinforcement and reinforce the importance of social distancing as a shared 

responsibility. They can also contribute to building a sense of unity and solidarity within communities, 

further strengthening the adherence to preventive measures as in table 5. 

Table 5: Summary of Incentivization Programs for Social Distancing 

Incentivization Programs Description Effectiveness 

Rewards and Benefits 

Offer discounts, priority access, virtual 

badges to individuals who adhere to 

guidelines 

Influence behavior and reinforce 

the importance of social 

distancing 

Sense of Community 
Foster unity and collective responsibility 

through incentivization programs 

Strengthen adherence to 

preventive measures 

Overall, the results of this study highlight the effectiveness of a range of preventive methods in 

achieving and sustaining social distancing during the Corona pandemic. Technological solutions, 

environmental modifications, communication strategies, public awareness campaigns, and 

incentivization programs have all demonstrated their potential to encourage behavioural changes and 

reduce viral transmission rates. However, it is crucial for policymakers, public health officials, and 

community leaders to carefully consider the implementation, feasibility, and adaptability of these 

methods in different settings. By embracing and tailoring these preventive approaches, societies can 

effectively mitigate the impact of the Corona pandemic and safeguard public health. 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the comprehensive literature review conducted in this study has revealed a diverse array 

of preventive methods that have successfully promoted and maintained social distancing during the 

Corona pandemic. These methods span various dimensions, including technological solutions, 

environmental modifications, communication strategies, public awareness campaigns, and 

incentivization programs. Each category of preventive methods has been thoroughly analysed based on 

their implementation, effectiveness, and feasibility in fostering social distancing. 

Technological solutions, such as contact tracing apps and wearable devices, have played a pivotal role 

in facilitating social distancing practices. Contact tracing apps, utilizing Bluetooth or GPS technology, 

have demonstrated remarkable effectiveness in reducing viral transmission by tracking individuals' 
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proximity to known COVID-19 cases. Wearable devices, on the other hand, provide real-time alerts to 

remind individuals to maintain a safe distance, thereby effectively reducing close contact and 

minimizing the risk of viral transmission. 

Environmental modifications, including crowd management systems and physical barriers, have been 

instrumental in enforcing social distancing. Crowd management systems utilize real-time data and 

automated monitoring techniques to control the number of people in public spaces, ensuring compliance 

with capacity restrictions and enabling safe physical distancing. Physical barriers, such as transparent 

shields or partitions, have proven to be highly effective in reducing respiratory droplet transmission, 

creating a physical barrier between individuals and minimizing the potential for virus spread. 

Clear and effective communication strategies have been vital in enhancing public understanding and 

compliance with social distancing guidelines. Governments, health organizations, and community 

leaders have utilized various communication channels, including mass media and social media 

platforms, to disseminate accurate and up-to-date information. Targeted campaigns tailored to specific 

demographic groups or vulnerable populations have been particularly successful, utilizing visual media, 

infographics, and public service announcements to engage and inform the public, leading to increased 

awareness and adherence to social distancing measures. 

Public awareness campaigns have been pivotal in educating and empowering individuals to adopt social 

distancing practices. These campaigns have utilized a combination of traditional media, social media 

platforms, community outreach programs, and educational materials to raise awareness, disseminate 

information, and promote behavior change. By leveraging impactful visuals, relatable stories, and 

testimonials, public awareness campaigns have effectively conveyed the severity of the pandemic and 

the collective responsibility to curb its spread, ultimately motivating individuals to adhere to guidelines. 

Incentivization programs have emerged as a creative approach to motivate individuals to practice social 

distancing. These programs offer rewards, benefits, or recognition to individuals who adhere to 

guidelines and demonstrate responsible behavior. By tapping into individuals' intrinsic motivation and 

desire for social recognition, incentivization programs foster a sense of community and collective 

responsibility, significantly influencing behavior and promoting compliance with social distancing 

guidelines. 

Overall, the results of this study highlight the effectiveness of a wide range of preventive methods in 

achieving and sustaining social distancing during the Corona pandemic. Technological solutions, 

environmental modifications, communication strategies, public awareness campaigns, and 

incentivization programs have all demonstrated their potential to encourage behavioral changes and 

reduce viral transmission rates. However, policymakers, public health officials, and community leaders 

must carefully consider the implementation, feasibility, and adaptability of these methods in different 

settings. By embracing and tailoring these preventive approaches, societies can effectively mitigate the 

impact of the Corona pandemic and safeguard public health. 

Data availability  

The data supporting this study findings are available at the request of the corresponding author. 
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